Development
Domain
Circle Time
Language and Literacy
Knowledge and Skills

Monday
Discuss Structure
Share some things we have
built. What was easy, what
was hard?

Tuesday
Look at some pictures of
different structures.
Goal: To understand the
wide variety of what a
structure can be.

Science, Math and
Nature, Social and

Small Group
Look at our Painted Lady
Emotional Development caterpillars. What changes
do we notice?
Small Groups
(rotated over the week Goal: revisit how to
so each child gets a turn observe characteristics and
with each group)
describe them. Record our
findings by writing or
drawing.

Physical development
and health
Gross and fine motor
skills

Play in the Woods,
Gather mobile sticks.
Goal: gross motor
development, experiences
with nature

Creative Arts Expression Forming with Playdough
and Craft Sticks
Goal: Creating structures
with a forming medium.

Sunshiner Lesson Plans

Wednesday
Talk about how
butterflies and humans
are structures as well as
buildings and bridges.
Goal: To understand
more about what
structure is.

Small Group
Build something as a
group from tree blocks

Small Group
Build something as a
group from foam blocks

Goal: To work as a
group making a
common structure.
Describe what was
easy/hard.

Goal: To work as a group
making a common
structure. Describe what
was easy/hard.

Sensory Table cornmeal

Play in the Woods,
Gather mobile sticks.

Goal: Sensory
experience.
Experimenting with
measurement and
conservation.
Butterfly Mobile
Goal: Creative
expression. Making a
mobile structure.
Experimenting with
balance.

Structures

Thursday
Experiment with the
strength of the arch.
Goal: To see for
ourselves how an arch
can support more
weight than a flat span.
Small Group
Build something as a
group from small wood
blocks
Goal: To work as a
group making a
common structure.
Describe what was
easy/hard.

Friday
Sugar Cube Structures
Goal: To use a nonstandard building
medium to make a nonedible structure (it’s
used with glue).
Small Group
Snack
Goal: Using measuring
tools, shape recognition
or counting to portion
food or note
characteristics of food.

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with nature

Sensory Table cornmeal
Goal: Sensory
experience.
Experimenting with
measurement and
conservation.

Play in the Woods,
Gather mobile sticks.

Cardboard Structures

Drawing

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with
nature
Dot Painting

Goal: Creative expression
using different medium
and joining techniques.

Goal: Creative
expression. Draw a
something you made
with blocks.

Goal: To use painted
dots as a way of
creating a pattern
structure.
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